Product Knowledge Training
Video Quiz 7

“Find Delaminations in Concrete & Tile Quickly with the Albion DDT Tool”

(http://albioneng.com/product-resources-videos)
1.) Fill in the blank: The traditional method for detecting concrete delamination is to use a _________________. (1pt.)

2.) True or False: The Albion DDT Tool increases productivity by 500% versus using the traditional method. (1pt.)

3.) Fill in the blank: What is the part number for the Albion Delamination Detection Tool? (2pts.)
   Answer: ____________________

4.) True or False: The Albion Delamination Detection Tool requires the use of a ladder. (1pt.)

5.) True or False: Using the Albion DDT is a fast and effective way to find concrete and stone delamination. (1pt.)

6.) Fill in the blanks: Answer: Heavy duty steel ____________ sound out the ____________ and ____________ below the surface. (3pts.)

7.) True or False: The telescopic extension pole is designed to remain rigid while fully extended. (1pt.)

   Bonus Question: Fill in the Blanks: (2pts.)
   Find delamination in ____________ and ____________ quickly with the Albion DDT Tool.

   Score: ___________/12